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Abstract 

 

In this article, we evaluate the results obtained on asymptotic distribution of 
moments in estimator measures of skew and kurtosis in the family of skew 
normal-uniform distribution. With the help of simulation random sample from this 
distribution and then by the Shapiro-Wilk test, we verify the results. 
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1 Introduction 
 
The Shapiro–Wilk test tests the null hypothesis that a random sample, ��, ��, … , �� came from a normally distributed population. It was published in 
1965 by Samuel Shapiro and Martin Wilk.[1]Let ����, ����, … , ���� be ordered 
statistics from sample. The form of Shapiro-Wilk test statistics is 

	 
 �∑ ������ ��∑ ��� � �̅���  

where the values of a�wasdetermined in any R and SPSS statistics software. 
   Suppose the density function of uniform distribution has been defined on 

the interval ��h	, h�, then the skew normal-uniform density function will be as 
follows: 
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f��x� 

���
��0, λx ! 	�h,"#$%√�'	(%	 exp +� #,�(,- , �h ! λx ! h,

�√�'	( exp +� #,�(,- , λx . h, 					σ 0 0, 1 0 0, 2 ∈ 4. (1) 

 
 
Nadarajah and Kotz (2003) had presented the moments for this distribution.With 
determining of the moments of this distribution, Abbasi (2013) presented the 
asymptotic distribution of central moment distribution in general. 
 
 √6�7� � 8��~:;�0, 8< � 8���,                     (2) 

 √6�=> � 8>�~:;�0,9@>�,                          (3) 
 √6�=< � 8<�~:;�0,16@<�.                         (4) 

 
 

where =� the best unbiased estimator for Cth central moment, 8�, andD 
 EFG, 
 
 HI J�K � L�K���M 
 8< � 8�� 
 ��FN

√O DP2	R�D� � 1S +√2TUV,W, � 3√YP2	R�D� �
1S- Z 6[<�D��P2	R�D� � 1S� � 3[<�D�<P2	R�D� � 1S<     (5) 

 
 
and 
 
 

@> 
	[\ ]53 � 2Y TUW, Z √23√YDU�TUV,W, TI_ `√22 Da �DU� TI_ `√22 Da�

� 2DU< TI_ `√22 D	a< � 4	DU\ TI_ `√22 Da\

Z √23√YDTUV,W, TI_ `√22 Da Z 14√23√Y DU>TUV,W, TI_ `√22 Da>c			�6� 
 
and 
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@< 
 [d ]6 Z 27√28Y DU� TI_ `√22 D	a TUV,W, Z √22YD	 TI_ `√22 D	a TUV,W,

Z 297
4Yg,

DU> TI_ `√22 Da> � 331U� TI_ `√22 Da�

� 14Y [U�DU� TI_ `√22 Da� TUW, Z 92[�DU� TI_ `√22 Da�

Z 9[U�1U\DU� TI_ `√22 Da Z √22√YD> TI_ `√22 DaTW,

Z 27√2√Y 1<DU� TI_ `√22 DaTUV,W, Z	21√24√Y>DUh TI_ `√22 Dah TUV,W,

� 135√216√Y DUh TI_ `√22 Da\

� 45	DU< TI_ `√22 Da< � 916DUd TI_ `√22 Dad � 5Y TW,

� 1Y [U�D�TW,c . 
   
    In the above statements, the three parameters of normal, uniform, and skew 
are dependent. It is clear that their differences are effective in the variance 
decrease or increase of skew and kurtosis measures. In this article, according to 
simulation and verification of (2) and (3) distributions which result in kurtosis and 
skew are evaluated by the Shapiro-Wilk test. 
 
 

2Shapiro-Wilk test for Asymptotic Distribution  
 
 According to the central moments, kurtosis and skew measures are obtained as:  α>j 
 kgl	g,	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 �8�	

α<j 
 kml	m.	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 �9� 

In probability theory, Slutsky’s theorem extends some properties of algebraic 
operations on convergent sequences of real numbers to sequences of random 
variables.[5] Now, employing the Slutsky’s theorem and considering this point 
that 7� tends to 8� in probability, determines distribution of estimators in (8) 
and (9). For special cases, the distribution of (8) and (9) have also been shown in 
the form of numbers. 
   With the help of R software, first data are simulated from normal-uniform  
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distribution. Then, we obtained the sample variance, sample skew measure and 
sample kurtosis measure. By repeating this method, a random sample of random 
variables has been produced. 
 

Table 1. The p-value of Shapiro-Wilk test for skew and kurtosis measures 

 Kurtosis	measure	Skew	measure	parameters	 yz{| 
 }. ~��	�{� 
 �. �� � 
 �. ��� ��{��z 
 �. ���� 
�T6 
 0.975	HI 
 0.574 � 
 0.9084 �H��T 
 0.1287 

2 
 8	[ 
 10 1 
 5 6 
 50 yz{| 
 }. ����	�{� 
 }. }~ � 
 �. ���� ��{��z 
 �. ����} 
�T6 
 0.8913	HI 
 0.8613 � 
 0.7706 �H��T 
 0.00127 

2 
 8	[ 
 10 1 
 5 6 
 25 yz{| 
 ~. ���	�{� 
 ~. ���� � 
 �. �~� ��{��z 
 �. ����} 
�T6 
 �0.04614	HI 
 0.288 � 
 �0.964 �H��T 
 0.741 

2 
 1	[ 
 2 1 
 10 6 
 25 
 
Table (1) shows Shapiro-Wilk statistics test differences in the behavior of 
different recognition of distribution of limit distribution for various parameters 
and sample size in fifteen repetitions. Skew parameter can change our evaluation 
on limit distribution with respect to the parameter obtained from uniform 
distribution. 
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